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Plasma parameters of geosynchronous orbit measured by Los Alamos National Laboratory satellites are analyzed
statistically. For each set of plasma parameters, charging analysis is carried out, taking a geostationary satellite
representing a typical telecommunication satellite as an example. The number of expected trigger arcs on a solar
array is calculated based on the charging duration with severe inverted potential gradient conditions expected in
orbit. Using the number of trigger arcs, an appropriate duration of electrostatic discharge ground test is proposed
to test the insulation strength against sustained arc phenomena.

Nomenclature
Cext = external capacitance, F
Isc = solar array short circuit current, A
Nc = number of cells per string of a test coupon
Ncr = critical arc number
Nexp = number of arcs expected at positive end of solar array

string circuit
ne = electron density, cm−3

ni = ion density, cm−3

niH = high-energy ion density, cm−3

Te = electron temperature, keV
Ti = ion temperature, keV
TiH = high-energy ion temperature, keV
TiL = low-energy ion temperature, keV
t = charging time, s
tesd = time to reach �V = 400 V, s
Vb = bias voltage, V
Vcell = cell voltage, V
Vout = solar array output voltage, V
�V = differential voltage, V
φcg = coverglass potential, V
φsat = satellite potential, V

Introduction

S INCE the previous decade, the power level of geostationary
satellites has increased dramatically to nearly 10 kW or even

higher. To manage the large amount of power efficiently, nowadays
many commercial telecommunication satellites employ a solar array
that generates electricity at 100 V.

As the voltage of a solar array increases to 100 V, arcing during
substorms has been recognized as a serious hazard that sometimes
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threatens the stable supply of solar array power. In geosynchronous
orbit (GEO), when a satellite receives sunlight, its charging is dom-
inated by photoelectrons. As long as the satellite surface is well
illuminated under the quiet (nonsubstorm) condition, photoelec-
trons keep the satellite potential within a few electron volts from
the plasma potential. An insulator surface such as a coverglass has
similar potential. When a satellite encounters a substorm, however,
the current due to high-energy electrons increases and sometimes
exceeds the current due to photoelectrons. Then the potentials of the
satellite body and the insulator surface can become negative. Due to
difference in secondary electron emission coefficients, the insulator
potential may drop slower than that of the satellite body. During
that process, the coverglass potential can be more positive than that
of the nearby conductor (e.g., the interconnector). This situation is
called “inverted potential gradient.” In the present paper we refer
to the potential difference between the coverglass and the satellite
body as differential voltage. The differential voltage �V is defined
in the following equation:

�V = φcg − φsat (1)

where the satellite potential is equal to the interconnector potential
at the negative end of the solar array circuit. As the differential
voltage builds up between coverglass and interconnector, an arc
may occur. It is well known that an arc occurs once the differential
voltage reaches 100 or 200 V under low-Earth-orbit (LEO) plasma
condition.1,2 Cho et al.3 found that an arc may occur with differential
voltage of as low as 400 V under simulated GEO plasma conditions
during a ground experiment.

If an arc occurs as a single pulse, it is called a trigger arc or a
primary electrostatic discharge (ESD). The risk of one trigger arc
growing to a catastrophic arc by receiving energy from the solar
array has increased recently as the power level of solar arrays has
increased. When an arc occurs, arc plasma may short-circuit two
points on the solar array panel with different potentials if certain
conditions are met. The solar array string circuit can provide energy
to the arc plasma and the short-circuit current keeps flowing until a
permanent conductive path is formed between the two points. Once
a trigger arc grows to this level, it is called a “sustained arc.” The
two points can be cells on the same string (intrastring sustained arc),
cells on different strings (interstring sustained arc), or a cell and con-
ductive aluminum honeycomb substrate (string–substrate sustained
arc). Several satellites4,5 lost a part of their solar array output power
because of a sustained arc. The risk of sustained arc occurrence in-
creases as the voltage of a solar array increases, because the potential
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CHO ET AL. 741

Fig. 1 Experimental layout of a typical ESD ground test with a solar
array coupon.

difference between the two points short-circuited by the arc plasma
becomes higher.

As size and price of GEO satellites become larger, there is a
greater demand for careful ground tests before launch. Ground tests
are carried out to confirm whether a given solar array design can
withstand the sustained arc. In Fig. 1 we schematically illustrate
the experimental layout of a typical ground test. We place a solar
array coupon inside a vacuum chamber. The coverglass surface is
charged more positively than the solar cells, either by an energetic
electron beam or by positive ions. One string of solar cells is biased
to a positive potential with respect to the conductive substrate, sim-
ulating the positive end of a solar array. Another string is grounded
(or sometimes connected through a resistance) to the conductive
substrate, simulating the negative end of a solar array. The positive
potential given to the first string should be equivalent to the solar
array output voltage Vout. The floating power supply simulates the
solar array string circuit. The power supply should give a constant
voltage between the strings before an arc and should give a constant
current once the arc plasma short-circuits the strings or the string and
the substrate. The maximum current provided by the power supply
should be equivalent to the solar array short-circuit current Isc.

When we carry out an ESD test, proper test conditions that sim-
ulate the conditions in orbit are necessary. Inadequate testing con-
ditions lead to unexpected failure in space. Increasing the level of
harshness beyond a reasonable limit is not always a good solution.
There is not yet any standard for performing the ESD test on a solar
array. Because manufacturers, subcontractors, launchers, users, and
insurers of GEO telecommunication satellites have become inter-
national, there is a greater need of an international standard for the
ESD test method.

There are currently four major issues regarding the ESD test
method:

1) How do we charge the coverglass to produce the inverted po-
tential gradient?

2) What type of power supply do we use to simulate the solar
array string circuit?

3) How do we implement the role of capacitance represented by
the coverglass of a solar array panel that cannot be accommodated
into the vacuum chamber?

4) How long do we carry out the test?
The purpose of the present paper is to answer the last question.
In the present paper, we calculate the number of trigger arcs ex-

pected to occur during the operational lifetime. To do so, we must
first calculate the total duration of the inverted potential gradient.
The number of trigger arcs is derived with assumptions about the
arc rate. To calculate how often the inverted potential gradient oc-
curs, we first carry out statistical analysis of the GEO plasma en-
vironment. We use data of the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) satellites available from the Coordinated Data Analysis
Web (CDAWeb).6 We identify combinations of plasma parameters,
such as, ne, ni , Te, and Ti , that can occur in GEO. Once the com-
binations are identified, we run the NASCAP/GEO7 simulation for

Fig. 2 Schematic picture of WINDS; sizes are shown in meters.

all the combinations of plasma parameters at each local time. We
calculate the total duration for when the differential voltage ex-
ceeds a certain threshold value. Because we know the duration of
the inverted potential gradient, we can derive the number of arcs by
dividing the duration by time for the differential voltages to reach
the threshold.

As an example of a GEO satellite, we use the Wideband In-
ternetworking Engineering and Demonstration Satellite (WINDS),
which will be launched in 2005 by the Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency. A schematic picture of WINDS is shown in Fig. 2. The
satellite has 8760 triple-junction solar cells that generate 5.2 kW of
power at 50 V bus voltage. We chose WINDS because of the follow-
ing three reasons: 1) the satellite properties, especially the surface
materials, are known in detail; 2) the satellite has the generic shape of
a conventional three-axis stabilized GEO telecommunication satel-
lites; and 3) an ESD test was planned and we had to determine the
test duration.

In the second part of this paper, we describe the statistical data
of the GEO plasma environment. In the third part, we describe the
NASCAP simulation. In the fourth part we present the numerical
results derived from the two analyses. In the fifth part, we discuss the
uncertainty of the results. In the sixth part, we propose an appropriate
ground-test duration. In the last part, we conclude the paper with
suggestions for future work.

Statistical Analysis of GEO Plasma Environment
We used data from five LANL satellites: LANL 1989-046,

1991-080, 1990-095, 1994-084, and 97A. At the CDAWeb site,
magnetospheric plasma analyzer (MPA)8 data are listed for ne, Te,
niH, niL, TiH, and φsat at approximately every 90 s. The low energy
denoted by the subscript L indicates energy between 1 and 130 eV.
The high energy denoted by the subscript H indicates energy be-
tween 130 eV and 45 keV. The energy range for electrons is between
30 eV and 45 keV. MPA data give two temperatures: perpendicular
and parallel to the geomagnetic field. Because the difference is in-
significant for the present purpose, we use the parallel temperature
for the statistical analysis.

Although we usually run the NASCAP simulation by assuming
a double Maxwellian distribution function for electrons and ions,
we can still run it even with a single Maxwellian. During a severe
charging case where the satellite potential drops to a large negative
value, the low-energy ions are observed to behave like the high-
energy ions as they are accelerated. Therefore, we neglect the low-
energy ion density niL and simplify the GEO plasma condition by
using a single Maxwellian defined by the parallel temperature.

We downloaded 7.5 × 106 data points from CDAWeb. The data
span the period from 15 March 1993 to 24 September 2003. Because
one data point corresponds to 90 s in orbit, 7.5 × 106 data points are
equivalent to 21 years in orbit. Because all five satellites lacked data
from time to time, the total number of data points is not equivalent
to that for a 50-year time period in orbit.

We first divide the data into nine zones of local time. The first
zone is the eclipse, denoted LT0e in this paper. The other zones each
have a duration of 3 h. The second local time zone is from 2230 to
0130 hrs under the sunlit condition denoted as LT0n. The third one
is from 0130 to 0430 hrs, denoted as LT3, and so on. We consider a
distribution function in a four-dimensional space that consists of the
four parameters ne, ni , Te, and Ti . We define 556 four-dimensional
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742 CHO ET AL.

Fig. 3 Example of data of plasma parameters observed between
LT4:30 and LT7:30 on LANL 1990.

Fig. 4 Ion density and temperature of data points plotted inside a block
defined by 2.5 < ne 7.5 cm−3 and 3 < Te 6 keV.

volumes that categorize the combinations of ne, ni , Te, and Ti

and calculate the probability that a satellite encounters the plasma
condition inside a given four-dimensional volume. The maximum
values accounted for each parameter are 70 cm−3, 100 cm−3,
24 keV, and 17.5 keV for ne, ni , Te, and Ti , respectively. The four-
dimensional volumes are not equally spaced. In Fig. 3, we show an
example of how we categorize ne and Te. The figure plots a frac-
tion of data between 0430 and 0730 hrs (i.e., LT6 of LANL 1990).
We divide the combination of ne and Te into rectangular blocks
shown in Fig. 3. Each block is further divided into subblocks made
of ni and Ti . In Fig. 4, we show the subblocks inside the block de-
fined by 2.5 < ne ≤ 7.5 cm−3 and 3 < Te ≤ 6 keV shown in Fig. 3.
Each subblock corresponds to one of the four-dimensional volumes.
We count the number of data points within each four-dimensional
volume. By dividing the number of data points by the total num-
ber of data points within a given local time zone, we obtain the
probability that a combination of plasma parameters lies in each
four-dimensional volume. In the NASCAP simulation, we use the
center value of each four-dimensional volume as input parameters.

In Table 1, we list the ranges of parameters used to divide them
into the four-dimensional volumes and the center value of each. If
we divide ne, Te, ni , and Ti into six, eight, seven, and four cases
and consider all the possible combinations of each case, the total
number of four-dimensional volumes is 6 × 8 × 7 × 4 = 1344. Each
NASCAP simulation takes approximately 10 min. To reduce the
computational time, we neglect the four-dimensional volumes where
very few data points exist. The larger the parameter values, the fewer
data exist. In Fig. 5 we show the parameter matrix considered for the
NASCAP simulation. In the matrix, the shaded blocks are ignored.
In each block made of ne and Te, we list the number of combinations
considered for the values of ni and Ti . For example, “2 × 4” means

Table 1 Range of each parameter used to divide the combinations
into four-dimensional volumes

ne , cm−3 Te , keV ni , cm−3 Ti , keV

Index Range N a Range N Range N Range N

1 0–2.5 1.25 0–3 1.5 0∼0.5 0.25 0∼2.5 1.25
2 2.5–7.5 5 3–6 4.5 0.5∼1.5 1 2.5∼7.5 5
3 7.5–12.5 10 6–9 7.5 1.5∼2.5 2 7.5∼12.5 10
4 12.5–17.5 15 9–12 10.5 2.5∼35 3 12.5∼17.5 15
5 17.5–32.5 25 12–15 13.5 3.5∼4.5 4
6 32.5–67.5 50 15–18 16.5 4.5∼5.5 5
7 18–21 20.5 5.5∼14.5 10
8 21–24 22.5

aThe columns denoted by N list the values used as the input parameter of the NASCAP
simulation.

Table 2 Additional 52 combinations of the parameters
used for the statistical data analysis (The values used as
input parameters of the NASCAP simulation are listed.)

ne , cm−3 Te , keV ni , cm−3 Ti , keV

5 1 17.25, 30, 50, 70, 90 1, 6
15 1 17.25, 30 1, 6
25 1 17.25, 30, 50 1, 6
35 1 17.25, 30, 50, 70 1, 6
45 1 17.25, 30, 50.70, 90 1, 6
55 1 17.25, 30, 50, 70, 90 1, 6
65 1 70, 90 1, 6

Fig. 5 Parameter matrix considered for the NASCAP simulation. The
shaded blocks are ignored. In each block made of ne and Te, the number
of combinations considered for the values of ni and Ti are shown.

that we consider the combinations of the first two values of ni (0.25
and 1 cm−3) and the four values of Ti (1.25, 5, 10, and 15 keV). In this
way, we can reduce the total number of combinations to 504, which
covers 99.8% of all the data points. To improve the coverage, we add
extra combinations where extremely high electron and ion densities
are observed. In Table 2, we list the additional combinations of
the parameters, and we list only the input parameters used for the
NASCAP simulation. The data range for ne is every 10 cm−3 from
0 to 70 cm−3. The range for Te is from 0 to 2 keV. The data range
for ni is 14.5 < ni 20 cm−3 and every 20 cm−3 from 20 to 100 cm−3.
The data range for Ti is 0 < Ti 2 keV and 2 < Ti 10 keV. The values
in Table 2 correspond to the center values of each four-dimensional
volume. Including the additional 52 combinations, the total of 556
four-dimensional volumes covers 99.978% of all the data points.

NASCAP Simulation
Figure 6 shows the NASCAP/GEO model of WINDS. The satel-

lite surface is modeled as black Kapton® and indium tin oxide (ITO)
on an optical surface reflector (OSR). One side of the solar array
panel is coverglass and the other side is carbon-fiber-reinforced plas-
tic (CFRP). The material properties used for the NASCAP simula-
tion are listed in Table 3. For simplicity, we neglected radiation-
induced conductivity in the simulation. Properties 9 and 10 for cov-
erglass, ITO, and CFRP are not as listed as in Table 3. They are, in
fact, the material density in grams per cubic centimeter and mean
molecular weight in atomic mass units, respectively. They are used
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CHO ET AL. 743

Table 3 Material properties of WINDS assumed for the NASAP simulation (see text for parameters 9 and 10 of coverglass, ITO, and CFRP)

No. Property Unit Black Kapton Cover glass ITO + OSR CFRP

1 Relative dielectric constant None 3.50E+00 6.99E+00 1.00E+00 4.30E+00
2 Dielectric material thickness m 2.54E−05 1.00E−04 1.00E−06 2.00E−04
3 Bulk conductivity (−1 for a metallic conductor) 1/∗m −1.00E+00 1.0E−12/1.0E−16 −1.00E+00 −1.00E+00
4 Atomic number None 4.50E+00 2.00E+01 2.44E+01 5.00E+00
5 Maximum secondary electron yield for electron impact None 9.30E−01 1.10E+01 1.40E+00 2.10E+00
6 Primary electron energy that produces maximum keV 2.80E−01 8.00E−01 8.00E−01 1.50E−01

secondary yield
7 Range parameters R = P7Ep8 + P9ep10 Å 1.80E+02 −1.00E+00 −1.00E+00 −1.00E+00
8 Range parameters R = P7Ep8 + P9ep10 None 4.50E−01 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00
9 Range parameters R = P7Ep8 + P9ep10 Å 3.12E+02 2.50E+00∗ 7.30E+00∗ 1.70E+00∗
10 Range parameters R = P7Ep8 + P9ep10 None 1.75E+00 2.03E+01∗ 5.55E+01∗ 1.77E+00∗
11 Secondary electron yield due to impact of 1 keV protons None 4.55E−01 4.55E−01 4.90E−01 4.55E−01
12 Incident proton energy that produces maximum keV 8.00E+01 1.40E+02 1.23E+02 1.40E+02

secondary electron yield
13 Photoelectron yield for normally incident sunlight A/m2 7.20E−06 1.50E−05 1.50E−05 4.00E−06
14 Surface resistivity (−1 for nonconducting surface) /m2 −1.00E+00 2.50E+16 −1.00E+00 −1.00E+00
15 Maximum (absolute) potential attainable before a volts 1.00E+04 2.75E+04 1.00E+04 1.00E+04

discharge must occur
16 Maximum potential difference between surface and volts 2.00E+03 2.00E+03 2.00E+03 2.00E+03

underlying conductor before a discharge must occur

Fig. 6 NASCAP simulation model of WINDS.

to calculate the range of electrons in each material based on the ap-
proximation formula given by Feldman.9 The NASCAP/GEO code
is not designed to run by an automatic script. Each case must be
run manually. To run more than 2000 cases, we developed a script
program written in Perl that enables us to launch the simulation code
automatically with different input parameters.

Tables 1 and 2 list the values used as the input parameters for the
plasma conditions. The plasma is modeled as a single Maxwellian.
For each combination of plasma parameters described, we consider
the cases where the local time of the satellite is 0000 hrs in eclipse,
0000 hrs in noneclipse, 0600 hrs, 1200 hrs, and 1800 hrs. When
the local time is any of 0300, 0900, 1500, or 2100 hrs, the satel-
lite receives oblique solar illumination. Because it is very difficult
to model the oblique solar incidence on a rectangular satellite via
NASCAP/GEO, we do not run the NASCAP simulations for those
four local time zones; we interpolate the results of adjacent local
time zones.

In the NASCAP simulation, we mainly look at coverglass poten-
tial. Figure 7 shows how the NASCAP simulation converges to a
steady-state potential. In the figure, we plot the satellite potential
and the potential of the coverglass located at the far end of the so-
lar array paddle. The satellite potential and the coverglass potential
drop to negative values with different time scales. In this example,
both the satellite and the coverglass are illuminated by the sunlight
and the differences of secondary electron current and photoelec-
tron current are the causes of the different time scales. A similar
result was presented by Katz et al.4 to explain the anomaly on the
TEMPO-2 satellite. With different sets of parameters, the potentials
show different temporal variations. For some cases, the potentials
show oscillation before they reach steady-state values.

The purpose of the NASCAP simulation is to identify the sets
of plasma parameters that produce the inverted potential gradient.
Therefore, we stop each run of the NASCAP simulation if we deter-
mine that no significant differential voltage will build up. The criteria
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744 CHO ET AL.

Table 4 Sets of plasma parameters with the probability of occurrence higher than 1%; the differential voltages of the coverglass at the far end of
the solar array paddle calculated by the NASCAP simulation are also listed

Plasma parameters Probability of occurrence NASCAP result �V

Te , ne , Ti , ni , LT0e, LT0n, LT3, LT6, LT9, LT12, LT15, LT18, LT21, LT0e, LT0n, LT6, LT12, LT18,
keV cm−3 keV cm−3 % % % % % % % % % V V V V V

1.5 1.25 1 0.25 0 2 2 5 6 2 0 0 2 10 3 6 3 3
1.5 1.25 1 1 0 0 2 4 2 1 0 0 0 8 8 6 8 8
1.5 1.25 5 1 46 48 57 56 49 39 36 40 44 2 5 3 7 5
1.5 1.25 5 0.25 6 8 14 24 34 39 28 19 12 6 3 6 3 3
1.5 1.25 5 2 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 4 6 5 6 6
1.5 1.25 10 1 11 19 7 2 1 8 23 32 30 5 5 8 7 7
1.5 1.25 10 0.25 1 2 1 0 0 6 8 3 3 7 3 4 3 3
1.5 1.25 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 7 7 7 7
4.5 1.25 5 1 8 3 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 1517 5 6 7 4
4.5 1.25 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 708 8 5 9 8
4.5 1.25 10 1 10 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1108 7 7 5 6
4.5 1.25 10 0.25 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3106 2 2 5 3

Fig. 7 Example of temporal variations of the potentials calculated by
the NASCAP simulation. The potentials of the satellite body and the
coverglass at the far end of the solar array paddle are shown. The defi-
nitions of ∆V and tesd are also shown.

we use are the satellite potentials: φsat > 0 at t = 10 s, φsat > −10 V at
t = 100 s, or φsat > −100 V at t = 100 s, where the time t is counted
from the beginning of the simulation. Even if the satellite poten-
tial shows a significant negative potential, we stop the simulation at
t = 5000 s.

In the NASCAP model shown in Fig. 6, each solar array paddle is
divided into 12 segments. We look at the coverglass potential at the
far end of the paddle, because that is the point where the maximum
differential voltage appears. We calculate the time for the differential
voltage at that point to reach 400 V. The value of �V = 400 V is
chosen from the threshold for arc inception.3 We define the arc
interval tesd by the time to reach �V = 400 V. The definition is also
shown in Fig. 7. We may assume that, once the differential voltage
of 400 V is built up, an arc occurs somewhere on the solar array
paddle.

Numerical Results
In Fig. 8 we plot the WINDS potential calculated by the NASCAP

simulation for each case of the plasma parameters and the average
of satellite potential observed by LANL satellites. This calculation
has been made to check whether the NASCAP simulation gives rea-
sonable results. During eclipse, WINDS charges more negatively
than LANL satellites. On the other hand, during sunlit conditions,
WINDS charges less negatively. This can be explained if WINDS
has more exposed conductive area illuminated by the sunlight than
LANL satellites. Ideally, to check numerical accuracy, the NASCAP

Fig. 8 Relationship between the WINDS body potential calculated by
the NASCAP simulation and the average of the LANL satellite body
potential observed for the same set of plasma parameters.

simulation should be run with the parameters of the LANL satellites.
Unfortunately, the parameters of the LANL satellites, including size,
shape, and material properties, are unknown. Although quantitative
accuracy must be checked with another method, Fig. 8 is still suf-
ficient to say that the NASCAP simulation produces qualitatively
reasonable outputs.

Table 4 lists the sets of plasma parameters with a probability
higher than 1% at each local time zone. During the eclipse, as elec-
tron temperature increases to 4.5 keV, the differential voltage can
exceed 1000 V. From Table 4, during the eclipse the differential volt-
age exceeds 1000 V with a probability higher than 20%. As the satel-
lite is illuminated by the sunlight, however, photoelectrons maintain
the satellite potential and the differential voltage does not develop
easily. For all the cases listed in Table 4, none of the noneclipse
cases shows �V > 10 V. Therefore, during the daytime, inverted
potential gradient with a large �V occurs only as an exceptional
case.

Table 5 lists the case where the NASCAP simulation result gives
�V > 400 V and the probability of occurrence in any local time
zone is higher than 0.01% under the sunlit condition. The combina-
tion of high electron temperature (4.5 keV), high electron density
(5 cm−3), and low ion density (0.25 cm−3) provides such condi-
tions. The ion temperature Ti has a relatively small influence on the
differential voltage. It is quite reasonable that the increased elec-
tron flux lowers the satellite potential and the difference of currents
due to secondary electrons and photoelectrons results in the large
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CHO ET AL. 745

differential voltage. Although the 13 cases in Table 5 give severe
charging, this type of occurrence is limited. The highest probabil-
ity of occurrence is 0.081% for the bottom row (i.e., Te = 4.5 keV,
ne = 5 cm−3, Ti = 10 keV, ni = 0.25 cm−3) at LT12.

By summing the probabilities of all the cases showing �V >
400 V at each local time zone, and multiplying the sum by
8760(= 365 × 24) h, we obtain the total charging duration when
the differential voltage exceeds 400 V in one year. Table 6 lists the
total charging duration. In the table, the values of LT3, LT9, LT15,
and LT21 have been interpolated from the adjacent time zones and
the sunlit total denotes the sum of the charging duration, excluding
LT0e. From this table, it is concluded that the satellite suffers severe
charging with �V > 400 V for approximately 12 h/year while the
solar array generates electricity. If position and scale of a trigger arc
meet certain conditions, there is a risk that the trigger arc will be-
come a sustained arc because the solar array can provide DC power
into the arc plasma. In Table 6 we also list the numbers derived
by varying the criteria of the differential voltage �V . Even if we
set optimistic criteria, such as �V > 1000 V, the satellite still goes
through the severe charging situation for 6.5 h in one year. Lowering
the criteria to 300 V increases the total charging time to 14 h/year.

In Table 6, the charging duration at LT12 is longer than that at
LT6 for �V > 400 V. It is usually considered that surface charging
is most severe in the early morning because energetic electrons ac-
celerated from the geomagnetic tail impact on a satellite as they drift
due to the horizontal electric field.2 In Fig. 9 we plot the probability
of occurrence of ne > 10 cm−3 and Te > 3 keV at each local time
measured by the LANL satellites. Indeed, there are more likely to
be energetic electrons in the early morning but the extremely dense
electrons are often observed between the local noon and late morn-
ing. Although this observation is very interesting, an explanation is
beyond the scope of the present paper. The high number of charging
duration at LT12 listed in Table 6 is due to the events of extremely
dense electrons.

Once we identify the cases where the differential voltage exceeds
400 V, we can also estimate the total number of arcs expected in
orbit. Because the time for the differential voltage to reach 400 V,
tesd, can be regarded as the time interval of a series of repeated trigger
arcs, we can calculate the number of arcs by dividing the expected

Table 5 Sets of plasma parameters with the differential voltage
calculated by the NASCAP simulation higher than 400 V and the

probability of occurrence higher than 0.01% under the sunlit condition

Plasma parameters NASCAP result, �V

Te , ne , Ti , ni , LT0e, LT0n, LT6, LT12, LT18,
keV cm−3 keV cm−3 V V V V V

13.5 5 5 0.25 16,890 2244 2142 2198 2251
10.5 10 10 0.25 16,440 2931 2836 2884 2940
10.5 5 10 0.25 13,840 1716 1628 1680 1725
10.5 5 5 0.25 13,280 1723 1636 1685 1731
7.5 10 10 0.25 11,630 2012 1935 1976 2017
7.5 10 5 0.25 11,240 2015 1942 1987 2022
7.5 5 10 0.25 9,760 1133 1056 1109 1136
7.5 5 5 0.25 9,480 1141 1064 1117 1145
4.5 10 10 0.25 6,501 925 864 907 928
4.5 10 5 0.25 6,418 931 871 917 934
4.5 5 10 0.25 5,347 419 356 410 421
4.5 5 5 0.25 5,336 429 365 419 430
4.5 5 1.25 0.25 4,850 437 373 427 438

Table 6 Total charging duration expected in one year when the differential voltage exceeds a value listed in the first column

Charging duration, h/yr

Criteria of charging LT0e LT0n LT3 LT6 LT9 LT12 LT15 LT18 LT21 Sunlit total, h/yr

300 22.28 0.89 (1.77) 2.58 (2.68) 2.79 (1.74) 0.68 (0.83) 13.96
400 22.28 0.78 (1.26) 1.68 (2.20) 2.71 (1.69) 0.66 (0.75) 11.72
600 22.28 0.47 (1.09) 1.68 (1.58) 1.48 (0.89) 0.30 (0.40) 7.88
800 20.81 0.45 (1.08) 1.68 (1.57) 1.47 (0.87) 0.28 (0.38) 7.79
1000 20.79 0.33 (0.89) 1.41 (1.33) 1.24 (0.74) 0.23 (0.30) 6.47

duration of cases having �V > 400 V as listed in Table 5 by tesd.
Table 7 lists the expected number of arcs for each case listed in
Table 5.

By taking the sum of the expected numbers of arcs of all the
cases, including the cases not listed in Table 7, we obtain the total
number of arcs expected in one year. For the local time zones, LT3,
LT9, LT15, and LT21, we interpolate the numbers of adjacent time
zones. After all, the total number of arcs expected in one year is
2990, among which 556 are expected during the eclipse and 2434
are expected during the sunlit conditions as listed in Table 8.

The operational life year of WINDS is five years, which is
very short for a typical commercial GEO satellite but common
for government-sponsored experimental satellites. During the five
years, the solar array of WINDS is expected to be under inverted
potential gradient with �V > 400 V for approximately 60 h while
generating electricity. The total number of expected trigger arcs dur-
ing the five years is 14,950, among which 12,170 arcs will occur
during the power generation. Although more than 10,000 trigger
arcs sounds enormous, we expect only a few arcs per cell if we con-
sider the fact that a large GEO satellite carries nearly 10,000 solar
cells. WINDS has 8760 cells and each solar cell is expected to suffer
only one or two arcs on average.

Uncertainty Analysis
We should mention the uncertainty of the numerical results pre-

sented in this paper. Several factors cause the uncertainty, such as

a)

b)

Fig. 9 Probability of occurrence for a) ne > 10 cm−3 and b) Te > 3 keV
observed on LANL satellites at each local time. The data during the
eclipse are not included.
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746 CHO ET AL.

Table 7 Expected number of trigger arcs for cases listed in Table 5

Plasma parameters Duration in one year, s Time to reach �V = 400 V, s Number of arcs in one year

Te , keV ne , cm−3 Ti , keV ni , cm−3 LT0e LT0n LT6 LT12 LT18 LT0e LT0n LT6 LT12 LT18 LT0e LT0n LT6 LT12 LT18

13.5 5 5 0.25 0 290 106 439 33 8 9 10 9 9 0 32 11 49 4
10.5 10 10 0.25 0 0 448 156 29 5 6 6 6 6 0 0 75 26 5
10.5 5 10 0.25 4 55 558 507 194 9 12 12 12 12 0 5 47 42 16
10.5 5 5 0.25 0 154 321 405 70 9 12 12 12 12 0 13 27 34 6
7.5 10 10 0.25 4 13 220 329 70 7 8 8 8 8 1 2 28 41 9
7.5 10 5 0.25 0 34 313 173 83 7 8 8 8 8 0 4 39 22 10
7.5 5 10 0.25 8 111 1848 925 112 13 18 20 19 18 1 6 92 49 6
7.5 5 5 0.25 4 145 773 650 157 13 18 20 19 18 0 8 39 34 9
4.5 10 10 0.25 0 38 525 215 21 13 20 22 21 20 0 2 24 10 1
4.5 10 5 0.25 0 90 399 177 103 13 20 22 21 20 0 5 18 8 5
4.5 5 10 0.25 0 175 0 3184 673 26 140 N/A 170 140 0 1 0 19 5
4.5 5 5 0.25 4 249 0 887 549 26 120 N/A 140 120 0 2 0 6 5
4.5 5 1.25 0.25 0 148 0 0 0 26 110 N/A 130 110 0 1 0 0 0

Table 8 Total number of trigger arcs in
one year expected at each local time zone

Local time zone Number of trigger arcs

LT0e 556
LT0n 151
LT3 (320.5)
LT6 478
LT9 (482.5)
LT12 487
LT15 (291)
LT18 95
LT21 (129)
Total 2990
Sunlit total 2434

Table 9 Charging time and arc rate calculated based
on data for each satellite

Charging time
Number of in the sunlit Arcs/yr in the

Satellite data points condition, h/yr sunlit condition

LANL 1989-046 860,694 26.94 6038
LANL 1990-095 1,212,469 20.57 2974
LANL 1991-080 2,200,727 15.62 3973
LANL 1994-084 2,019,238 3.36 565
LANL 97A 1,275,347 1.81 290
Average 13.66 2768
Standard deviation 10.89 2407
All combined 7,568,475 11.72 2434

variability of the LANL data, uncertainty in the material properties
used in the NASCAP simulation, and characteristics of the particu-
lar satellite design. To see the effect of variability of the LANL data,
in Table 9, we list the total charging time and the number of arcs
expected under the sunlit condition in one year that are calculated
based on the data of each satellite only. The bottom row of the table
lists the numbers calculated based on the data combined from obser-
vations of all five satellites, which correspond to the numbers listed
in Tables 6 and 8. Although the standard deviation is very large, the
averages of the five satellites are close to the numbers calculated by
the combined data.

To see the effect of uncertainty of the material properties, we
ran an additional case where the standard worst GEO case10 was as-
sumed to be the plasma condition at 0600 hrs in local time and varied
the bulk conductivity of the coverglass. In Fig. 10, we plot the max-
imum potential difference between the spacecraft body and the cov-
erglass for different values of conductivity. In the NASCAP simula-
tion, we used 1.0 × 10−16 1/� · m for eclipse and 1.0 × 10−12 1/� · m
during the sunlit conditions as the default values of the coverglass
bulk conductivity. A slight decrease in conductivity would have
given many more charging cases. On the other hand, if we had

Fig. 10 Maximum differential voltage calculated by NASCAP/GEO
for various values of coverglass bulk conductivity under the worst GEO
plasma condition at 0600 hrs local time.

included radiation-induced conductivity, we would have obtained
fewer charging cases.

To see the effect of particularity of a given satellite design, we
calculated the total charging duration for Engineering Test Satellite
VIII (ETS8) using the same methodology presented in this paper.
Figure 11 shows a schematic picture of ETS8. Its NASCAP/GEO
simulation model is discussed in Ref. 11. ETS8 has very large de-
ployable antennas made of gold mesh. Thanks to the very large
conductive area exposed to the sunlight, charging of ETS8 is not
as severe as that of WINDS. The duration for when the potential
difference between the coverglass and the spacecraft body exceeds
400 V is only 6.0 h/year in the sunlit condition, compared to 11.72 h
of WINDS.

Discussion
We now come back to the questions raised in the Introduction

regarding how long we should carry out the ESD ground test. Two
major parameters are relevant to the duration of the ESD test: num-
ber of trigger arcs and charging duration in orbit. Generally speak-
ing, to test the insulation strength of a given electrical apparatus,
we usually first give an overstress to a test sample and measure the
flashover conditions. For the case of the solar array, the purpose of
the ESD ground test is to test the insulation strength of the array
design against sustained arc, and the flashover corresponds to the
sustained arc. Because the flashover is a phenomenon governed by
a probability, we usually test many samples to obtain the probability
density function that defines the probability of flashover for a given
stress (usually the applied voltage). The operational condition of
the apparatus is determined by extrapolating the probability density
function to calculate the condition where the probability of flashover
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CHO ET AL. 747

Fig. 11 Schematic picture of ETS8.

is less than an acceptable limit. We also test the apparatus for dura-
bility under the operational conditions. If the operational lifetime
of the apparatus is very long, we give more severe conditions to
accelerate the degradation processes and shorten the test duration.

Typical ESD ground tests differ from the tests mentioned earlier
in several points. First, we rarely define the probability function
of the sustained arc. To do so, we need to test many test samples
and destroy them. Because the tests are carried out in high vacuum,
testing many samples requires a significant amount of personnel
and facility cost. Second, the degradation mechanism in orbit has
not been quantified yet to derive a proper acceleration coefficient
for each degradation factor.

Suppose that we count the number of trigger arcs on a given solar
cell until the cell suffers sustained arc. Each trigger arc has different
characteristics, such as its position, peak current, total energy, and
so on, even if it occurs on the same solar cell. If a trigger arc occurs
on an interconnector, it is unlikely to become a sustained arc. Even
if a trigger arc occurs on a cell edge, the energy associated with the
trigger arc might not be enough to have a sustained arc. Finally, a
sustained arc occurs as a trigger arc that satisfies all the necessary
conditions for the sustained arc formation. If we would measure the
number of trigger arcs necessary to have a sustained arc for many
cells, the number scatters according to a certain probability density
function. One cell may suffer a sustained arc after the first trigger
arc. Another may suffer a sustained arc only after thousands of
trigger arcs. We can still define the average (or most likely) number
of trigger arcs necessary to have a sustained arc. We call this number
the critical arc number Ncr in the present paper.

The critical arc number is a function of cell parameters such as cell
material, distance to adjacent cells, voltage with respect to substrate,
voltage across cell gap, current provided by each array string, and
so on. Most of the parameters, such as the material, the distance to
adjacent cells, or the current of array string, are common to all the
cells once the design of the solar array is fixed. Then the critical
arc number depends on the position of the solar cell on the array
string circuit, which is the cell voltage Vcell ranging from 0 to Vout.
Therefore, we have a curve that gives the relationship between Ncr

and the cell voltage Vcell, which is shown schematically in Fig. 12.
We can easily imagine that Ncr decreases as Vcell increases because
the increased Vcell indicates the increased potential difference from
the adjacent cells and the conductive substrate.

In a typical ESD ground test using a solar array coupon, we test
the situation at the positive end of the solar array string as shown
in Fig. 1. At least two strings are mounted on the coupon substrate.
One string made of Nc cells is biased positively with respect to the
substrate via a floating DC power supply, simulating the positive end
of solar array. The test is usually carried out without any significant

Fig. 12 Schematic picture to explain the relationship between the
number of trigger arcs to have sustained arc and the solar cell potential.
If the expected number of trigger arcs in orbit, Nexp, is lower than Ncr
at Vout, the sustained arc will not occur in orbit.

light, producing little voltage in the cell. Therefore, the coupon test
is equivalent to test Nc samples of the positive end of the array
string. The other string is grounded to the substrate, simulating the
negative end of the solar array. Because not all of the positive ends
of the solar array circuit have the maximum potential difference,
Vout, from the adjacent cells, the layout shown in Fig. 1 corresponds
to the most severe case.

We can estimate the number of trigger arcs expected at the positive
end of the array string during the satellite lifetime. For the case of
WINDS, the total number of trigger arcs in five years is 12,170,
considering only the sunlit cases. The WINDS solar array is made
of 292 parallel strings. Each string is made of 30 triple-junction
solar cells connected in series and the output voltage Vout is 55 V.
Because the trigger arc in GEO occurs regardless of the cell voltage,
the total number of arcs expected for cells with Vcell = Vout = 55 V
is 12170/30 = 406. We denote this number by Nexp. If we can verify
that the sustained arc does not occur even after 406th arc on the Nc

cells simulating the positive end of the array, we can say that Nexp

is less than Ncr and the sustained arc will not occur on the cells with
Vcell = Vout. Because the expected number of trigger arcs, Nexp, is
the same for other Vcell(<Vout) and Ncr increases as Vcell decreases,
we can safely say that the sustained arc will not occur for other cells
on the solar array strings.

We should always recognize, however, the probabilistic nature of
arcing. Any two arcs are not exactly the same. Therefore, in a ground
test, sufficient margin should be given to Nexp to feel more confi-
dent that a test with a small-sized coupon can be extrapolated to a
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748 CHO ET AL.

large-sized flight solar panel. In addition to the probabilistic margin,
extra margin is necessary to account for the numerical uncertainties
of Nexp that are illustrated in the preceding section.

We have identified that WINDS is under the inverted potential
gradient for 12 h/year in orbit. Even for a commercial satellite with
a 15-year lifetime, the total is 12 × 15 = 180 h, which is a manage-
able number. Through a 180-h (or 60 h for WINDS) ground test,
we can test the durability against repeated trigger arcs. Allowing
Nexp (typically 100 s or more) trigger arcs on Nc (typically 10 s or
less) cells on a test coupon already accelerates the degradation of
insulation strength against sustained arc due to repeated trigger arcs
because only one or two arcs are expected on a cell in orbit. There-
fore, if a test coupon passes the ESD test for the same duration as the
total charging duration in orbit (60 h for WINDS), there is no doubt
that the solar array design has enough durability. This statement is
true, however, only if the degradation of insulation strength against
the sustained arc degrades due mostly to repeated trigger arcs and if
degradation due to other environmental factors such as UV, thermal
cycle, and radiation is insignificant. For many satellites with 100 V
bus voltage, the insulation strength is enhanced by grouting an extra
amount of room temperature vulcanizing (RTV) silicon adhesive
among cells or between a cell and the insulation layer on the sub-
strate. The long-time degradation of RTV due to the environmental
factors mentioned earlier is still unknown.

If only the number of trigger arcs is important, we might want to
use a dense plasma environment similar to that in LEO to carry out
the ESD test, because the arc rate is much higher and we can finish
the test quickly. Whether we can use the LEO-like plasma condition
to test a solar array for GEO satellites is a point of controversy. To
be certain, we need to verify that the sustained arc phenomenon in
the LEO-like plasma is similar or at least scalable to the sustained
arc phenomenon in the tenuous plasma environment of GEO.

Conclusions
As the power level and voltage of GEO satellites increase, there

is greater demand for ESD ground tests on solar arrays. The major
purpose of the ESD test is to test the insulation strength of a given
solar array design against the destructive sustained arc. The ESD
test must be carried out with proper test conditions. To answer the
question of how long we should carry out the ESD test, we have
calculated the number of trigger arcs expected in orbit.

We have carried out the statistical analysis of the observation data
of plasma parameters in GEO using LANL satellite data. For each
combination of plasma parameters, a NASCAP simulation series
has been carried out to calculate the differential voltage between
coverglass and satellite body. We have chosen WINDS as an exam-
ple of GEO satellites. The solar array will have the inverted potential
gradient with the differential voltage higher than 400 V for 12 h in
one year in orbit under sunlit conditions. If we assume that the solar
array suffers a trigger arc once the differential voltage, �V , reaches
400 V, the satellite will suffer 2434 arcs in one year in orbit un-
der sunlit conditions. Because each solar array of the WINDS string
consists of 30 cells connected in series, the expected number of trig-
ger arcs at the positive ends of the solar array string is 2434/30 = 81
in one year.

In conclusion, we propose the following method to determine the
appropriate duration of ESD ground tests:

1) For a given satellite, we calculate the expected number of
trigger arcs at the positive end during the operational lifetime of
the satellite, Nexp. To do so, a charging analysis for all the possible
combinations of plasma parameters must be made. For the case of
WINDS, we have obtained Nexp = 406.

2) We produce the inverted potential gradient on a solar array test
coupon. The coupon should represent the design-of-flight model
and simulate the potential layout at the positive end of the solar

array string circuit with the maximum potential difference from the
adjacent cells. We let trigger arcs occur on the coupon. If the coupon
shows no sustained arc, even after Nexp trigger arcs, we can say that
the solar array design has enough insulating strength against the
sustained arc. Considering the probabilistic nature of arcing and nu-
merical uncertainty, adding an extra margin to Nexp is recommended.

There seems to be no need to carry out the ESD test longer than
the total charging time expected in orbit, namely 60 h for the case
of WINDS. Having Nexp trigger arcs on a limited number of solar
cells on the test coupon over the same duration as in orbit, however,
gives reasonable overstress to each cell. Therefore, it is not a bad
practice. We, however, need to know whether the insulation strength
degrades due to long-time exposure to UV, thermal cycles, and ra-
diation before we determine the appropriate duration of an ESD test
for long-time durability.
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